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Raiders of the
Lost Iraq

Robert Fisk

The distinguished writer,
journalist and Middle East
correspondent of the
London Independent
newspaper reports how,
under the noses of the
Anglo-American occupying
forces, the priceless
heritage of ancient Sumeria
is being pillaged to order
for Western collectors.
Robert Fisk is the author of
Pity the Nation.

It looks as though a B-52 has carpet-bombed
the city called Mother of Scorpions. I clamber
around 20ft craters and try to recognise one of
the greatest cities of civilisation. But the thieves
have done their work. They have broken or
stolen everything. For 10 square miles, they
have dug and smashed and gouged into the
ancient earth, and destroyed the priceless
heritage of Mesopotamia. The Sumerian
palaces, the temple walls, the great pillars, oil
lamps and giant pots and delicately patterned
plates and dishes, all have been smashed to bits.
After three hours walking ankle-deep
through the shards and fragments of dishes and
handmade bricks, I found a tall, slender pot of
green clay. One of our ancestors – one of my
ancestors, I couldn’t help thinking – had
worked on this pot more than 4,000 years ago.
There was a slight indent on the bottom where
his hand might have slipped, a long graceful
neck up which his fingers must have passed
many times, and then a thin lip at the top,
sufficiently narrow that the potter must have
brought his two hands so close that they might
have been in prayer. It was then that I realised
that the top of this beautiful thing was cracked,
and only when I lifted it gently in my own
hands did I realise the obscenity of the looter’s
work. This perfect, unbroken work of art, this
treasure from the people who invented writing
– who gave us the first laws and the calendar
and mathematics and the wheel and the great
epic of Gilgamesh – had been cast aside by the
looters, tossed carelessly down a slope of sand
and stone and snapped in two.
There were other plates and vessels lying
smashed around me. The thief who had been
digging here was looking for early Sumerian
antiquities – the collectors of America, Europe,
the Middle East and Japan want the pots and
statues and jewels of 5,500 years ago, not the
heritage of 2000BC – and so everything above
the earliest layers of civilisation had to be
thrown away. The robber probably took no
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more than 60 seconds to hurl away these pots and plates made 2000 years before
Christ. It was the Sumerians who created our own concept of time, dividing it
into units of 60. Alas, the looter’s only concession to history was the empty
packet of cheap Iraqi cigarettes that lay beside the wreckage. Printed on it was a
harp and the name of the manufacturer: ‘Sumer’.
The Mother of Scorpions – ‘Um Alkarab’ – is in an area called Jokhr, the name
of the nearest modern-day village some 40 miles northwest of Nasiriyah,
although there is nothing modern about it. The clay houses, with their wooden
beams poking from the walls, their gatepost designs, and the small, intensely
worked fields, are almost identical to those of the Sumerians who learnt, perhaps
7,000 years ago, to irrigate this land with the canals and ditches that brought the
waters of the Tigris river to the desert. The canals are still there. ‘Saddam dried
all of them and dammed the water,’ one of the villagers told me. ‘Then, when the
Americans started bombing, the waters flowed back for the first time in years.’
It’s about the only good thing the Americans have done for this ancient
landscape. For the mass looting and destruction of the great Sumerian sites in the
two months since the Americans ‘liberated’ Iraq is likely to prove one of the most
terrible cultural crimes of recent history, far more shameful than the calculated
acts of robbery and vandalism at Baghdad’s Museum of Archaeology in April.
Even now, this act of mass barbarism has scarcely been noted, let alone
understood. Nimrud and Ninevah – the home of King Sennacherib – Hatra, Tel
Naml, Tukulti, Tel el-Zabul, Larsa, Tel el-Jbeit, Tel el-Dihab and Kulal-Jabr have
all been substantially looted and, in some cases, destroyed. American troops put
a guard on Ninevah and Hatra – but only after the thieves had run amok there.
We may weep over Dresden. But over the past eight weeks, the extent of
cultural loss in the land where civilisation began cannot be measured in tears.
Part of ourselves has been destroyed, part of our humanity. We had been warned.
And we did nothing. It is the greatest untold story of this latest war in Iraq.
There are tears aplenty at Um Alkarab, many of them running down the face
of Eqbal Qazem, the 35-year-old deputy director of the Museum of Antiquities
in Nasiriyah. She it was who prevented the looters of 1991 from thieving the
antiquities of her museum during the great Shiite ‘intifada’ against Saddam’s rule
– the rebellion encouraged by President George Bush Senior and then betrayed
when the Americans failed to come to the aid of the insurgents. As shooting
broke out in the streets of Nasiriyah, she first fled the museum and then – fearing
for the treasures she had grown to love – returned to sew the earrings and jewels
from all the museum cases into her own clothes and then took a taxi to Baghdad.
The government later rewarded her for her courage – then posted an ignorant
Baath party apparatchik to run the museum and make her life a misery.
Twelve years ago, she risked her life for the heritage of the Sumerians. Now,
she was stumbling around the wreckage of their history, her shoulders shaking,
the tears dropping off her face into the hot sand. ‘How can I do anything but cry,’
she says. ‘This is one of the greatest tragedies to archaeology.’ When I find a
3,000-year-old oil lamp – perfect only a few weeks ago but now broken neatly in
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half – she takes it lovingly in her hands and runs her fingers round the bright red
bowl. Then she throws it, choking on her tears, into the sand. ‘We can take
nothing from this site – it is not allowed,’ she says, and then laughs bitterly at
such morality. The staff of the Baghdad museums must abide by the old Baathist
rules – take nothing from the site lest they be accused of theft – while the real
thieves, the big-time pros with order-books to complete from Switzerland or
New York or London, take out the treasures by the truckload.
And I mean truckload. The tyre-marks of heavy lorries run right up to the
stones of Um Alkarab. In the neighbouring city of Umma, seven square miles of
antiquities destroyed just like Um Alkarab, the thieves are still at work. In fact, I
walked right up to them as they sat outside their tents, strung out between
amateur piles of excavations. They joke with the armed guards who are supposed
to protect the site – and whom I increasingly suspect of sharing in the theft – and
laugh when one of the local tribesmen, holding a Kalashnikov rifle, shouts across
the wreckage: ‘We do not come to harm you.’ The harm has already been done,
not to them or us, but to that which belongs to us all under the soil.
‘I don’t know who these people were,’ one of the thieves tells me, grinning
beneath his bright red kuffiah and holding up a large fragment of mid-Sumerian
pottery, decorated with a clay band of rope. ‘I just dig down and take what I find
and sell it.’ But that’s not all he does. At Um Alkarab, there was a palace, its walls
inlaid with bricks, each brick containing the mark of the thumb and forefinger of
its maker. They formed a façade to the palace, along with the nearby temple.
Greedy for hidden jewels, the robbers have torn the bricks from the wall, ripping
down the wall itself, destroying almost the entire palace. Nearby lies part of a
large pot and in it some human remains many thousands of years old, two pieces
of bone as white as ivory. One of the guards picks them up, snorts with derision
and throws them into the sand. I pick them up and put them back in the fragment
of pot before realising the truth; that it’s the life these people created – the life
they gave to us, not their bones – that is sacred.
Joanne Farchakh, a Lebanese archaeologist who is conducting an exhaustive
study of the mass post-war theft of Iraq’s cultural history for the French
magazine Archéologia , and who puts her arm around Eqbal Qzem’s shoulders
when her friend cries, believes that no archeological destruction on this scale has
occurred for at least 1,000 years. ‘These cities are among the most important in
Sumerian civilisation, and Um Alkarab and Umma are now effectively gone,’ she
says. ‘They have been destroyed. There was some looting before this war – in
museums during the 1991 uprising against Saddam and, for example, at Ninevah
– where thieves stole pieces of a decorated wall.’
One piece of that wall was later found by British police – it was on its way to
a collector in Israel – and later returned to Iraq. But three weeks ago, the thieves
returned en masse to take the rest of the wall, and tore it to bits. ‘You have to
understand what these collectors are like,’ Farchakh says. ‘They want missing
parts of their collection. They have, say, Akkadian pottery and Babylonian
artefacts, and they have late- and mid-Sumerian, but they want early Sumerian
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so they put this on order – to complete their collections. The thieves who come
here have order-books to complete. They hack their way down to the early
Sumerian period and destroy everything that is above it to fulfil their order. The
same thing happened in the Baghdad Museum. The thieves there were looking
for heads of 2,000-year-old statues, so they smashed the statues on the floor to
get the heads off. They wanted heads of around 300BC. One of the statues simply
broke into pieces.’
Iraqi archaeologists express gloomy praise for Saddam Hussein’s efforts to
preserve the heritage of Iraq – or at least that part of the heritage that he didn’t
loot for himself – and remember with some satisfaction the hanging of nine men
in Mosul in 1998 for attempting to smuggle archaeological remains out of the
country. As war appeared inevitable last autumn, archaeologists in both Iraq and
the United States did their best to safeguard the cultural treasures of
Mesopotamia. In Baghdad, museum staff began moving gold and jewellery to
Central Bank vaults where the so-called ‘Treasure of Nimrud’ had already been
stored, and transferred other museum artefacts to a secret storage vault in the
Mansur district of the city. In Washington, American experts on the archaeology
of Mesopotamia, including McGuire Gibson of the University of Chicago’s
Oriental Institute, held their now-famous meeting with Pentagon planners to
warn of the dangers to the cultural heritage of the land they were about to invade.
The Pentagon was told about the vast Sumerian sites in the south of the country,
including those around Nasiriyah – the same sites I saw last week just after their
destruction.
The Bush administration’s reaction was somewhere beneath contempt. After
the White House spokesman Ari Fleischer tried to shirk off responsibility for the
looting by claiming that it was ‘a reaction to oppression’, and after the Secretary
of Defence Donald Rumsfeld’s shameful response, ‘Stuff happens!’, the most
meretricious remark came from Brigadier General Vincent Brooks, the
spokesman for US Central Command in Qatar. ‘I don’t think that anyone
anticipated that the riches of Iraq would be looted by the Iraqi people,’ he said.
This was preposterous. The looting of 1991 showed just how far mass robbery
might go – and the idea that ‘the Iraqi people’ were responsible for the theft of
Iraq’s treasures was almost racist. Weren’t the foreign buyers – including US
buyers – implicated in this cultural genocide?
Besides, the Americans had no reason to claim that they had no warning.
Quite apart from the Pentagon meeting, there were numerous articles in the
international press about the dangers of looting. An article in the International
Herald Tribune on 8 March warned how ‘looters dig up archaeological sites’ in
Iraq, adding presciently that ‘archaeological sites in the area urgently require
armed protection if a conflict is to break out’. A report in The Independent on
Sunday two months earlier, on 12 January, recounted the history of
archaeological excavation in Iraq, and warned of the dangers to its national
treasures in the event of hostilities. But General Brooks’ remark is even more
preposterous in the light of a remarkable article entitled ‘Threat to Civilisation’
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that appeared in the American armed forces’ own newspaper, Stars and Stripes,
on 23 March – five clear days after the Anglo-American invasion began.
The newspaper, read by every American serving soldier, sailor and airman,
reported McGuire Gibson’s warning that ‘losses could occur after the bombing
stops, recalling the looting of up to 4,000 objects from Iraq’s cities after the
[1991] Persian Gulf War’, and went on to itemise the list of ‘priceless artefacts’
in the Baghdad Museum, including ‘40,000-year-old stone and flint objects,
5,000-year-old cylinder seals, and 4,500-year-old gold-leaf earrings once buried
with Sumerian princesses’. There were other references to the risks of looting in
the article. Yet despite all this, General Brooks claimed that the looting could not
have been ‘anticipated’?
The story of the museum looting took the first shine off the Bush-Blair
‘victory’ in the war; sadly, the failure to find weapons of mass destruction is
sabotaging their boasts far more damagingly than the destruction of civilisation’s
birthplace. Ever since The Independent and a French TV crew entered the
Baghdad museum early on 11 April – only hours after the looters had fled with
the sacred vase of Warca and the Akkadian Basitki statue, and hundreds of other
priceless treasures – the Americans have been trying to account for their abysmal
failure to safeguard the cultural relics of the nation they were supposedly
liberating. Even then, it was 16 April – six days after the looting – before a US
tank platoon turned up to guard the museum.
After I had crunched over the smashed pottery in the museum storage-room
on 11 April, I compared the looting to the cultural genocide of the Second World
War. But after visiting the Sumerian sites of southern Iraq – where infinitely
more treasures were almost certainly discovered and then sold off to foreign
collectors – I’m inclined to place the losses on a more epic scale, something
proportionate to the burning of the great library of Alexandria in antiquity.
The Americans have desperately tried to square up their moral position by
sending into Baghdad squads of FBI men, CIA agents and army intelligence boys
to hunt down the missing artefacts. NYPD cops and United Airlines managers
who are reservists for the intelligence corps are now reading the epic of
Gilgamesh and learning how Semitic civilisation succeeded the Sumerians,
founding the city of Babylon and the Assyrian capital of Ninevah. ‘Before I was
posted to this investigation, I couldn’t even spell “Iraq”,’ one of the intelligence
men admitted to me last week. And the Americans have been trying to make
things look good, at least for themselves.
Their most recent report states that museum staff left the building on 8 April
after which ‘US forces became engaged in intense combat with Iraqi forces that
fought from the museum grounds... It was during this period that the looting took
place, ending by 12 April when some staff returned. The keys to the museum,
previously locked away in a director’s safe, have never been found’. In fact, the
looting had ended by early on 11 April, when I entered the building. Joanne
Farchakh, the Lebanese archaeologist, remains convinced – as do many of the
US investigators – that this was an ‘inside’ job. Indeed, she suspects that many
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of the items stolen – especially the 94cm Warca vase with its illustrations of the
daily rituals in the temple of the Gods – may well have been ordered by
international collectors before the war even began.
‘They are so selfish, these collectors,’ she says. ‘If they have the Warca vase,
they can never show it – they can’t, because they’d be arrested. It’s like having
the Mona Lisa. They’ll just have to put it in a cave and go and check on it from
time to time. This is incredibly selfish behaviour – the collectors are very selfish.
But they are buying and when you buy, you send the message, ‘More!’ That’s
why the Sumerian sites are now destroyed.’
Significantly, the primary goal of the US law-enforcement team was not
criminal prosecution. Thieves apprehended in Baghdad with figurines, shards of
pottery or beads are not prosecuted. The Americans take the artefacts and let the
robbers go home. Which means, of course, that the dealers in London and
Geneva and New York, and the squalid but wealthy groups of international
collectors – their life made even safer by Britain’s attempts to water down antismuggling legislation in Brussels – have very little to worry about.
Two weeks ago, more than a month after the looting of the museum, Colonel
Matthew Bogdanos, the senior US investigating officer, complained that his men
were hampered by the museum’s ‘manual and incomplete record-keeping
system’ and the widespread belief that the museum was part of Saddam
Hussein’s Baath party. ‘After the [US] team located boxes of priceless books and
manuscripts in a western Baghdad bomb shelter, it attempted to return them to
the museum,’ Bogdanos said. But after local residents objected to their transfer
back to the museum until it was under new management, ‘the team received
inventories for the boxes and agreed to leave them locked in the shelter, protected
by a 24-hour neighbourhood watch’.
There was nothing imaginary about the residents’ fears. Last week, for
example, a shouting match broke out in the museum between Iraqi executives
and junior staff. The cause was as simple as it was frightening. The management
are Baath party appointees and under Saddam’s regime they wrote regular
reports on the junior staff for the Iraqi intelligence services. Today, they are still
refusing to let the staff see these reports – even though one curator believes that
a report written about him led to his brother’s execution by hanging. The
management refused to let him see the paper and identify the signature. When the
staff approached the US forces at the museum, they declined to intervene.
For their part, museum officials refused to disclose the whereabouts of another
‘secret’ storage location to the Americans ‘until a new government in Iraq is
established and US forces leave the country’. The Americans had to be content
with an inventory of the items that they were not allowed to see. Colonel
Bogdanos lists nine of the 42 major pieces stolen from the museum’s public
galleries as recovered, but among the 33 still missing are the Warca vase and the
Basitki statue. Fifteen other pieces were damaged, including the magnificent
Golden Harp of Ur, although its golden head had earlier been removed to a bank
vault. Of 2,100 excavation-site jars, vessels and pottery shards stolen from
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storage rooms, 800 were recovered. But, as another US intelligence officer told
me last week, ‘don’t get carried away when we say we’ve found another ‘15
pieces’. People think we’re talking about 15 statues. But the ‘piece’ may only be
part of a pot the size of your nail’. In temporary storage rooms, only 12 out of
150 pieces have been recovered.
The Americans do claim to have discovered evidence that Iraqi fighters used
the museum in their last battle with US troops at the end of the war. The US team
says it found rocket-propelled grenade parts, an ammunition box and a cartridge
clip near a storage-room window slit, and say that grenades were fired at them
from the roof of the children’s museum. Blood from a dead or dying fighter was
also found in the storage room. Certainly, there are Iraqi slit trenches still in the
grounds of the museum where I found AK-47 cartridges when I entered on 11
April. The thieves, the Americans claim, appeared to have arrived after the
fighters had left.
And it was their possession of museum keys that provided them with their
prize. In one storage room, according to Colonel Bogdanos, ‘the thieves had keys
that were previously hidden in the museum. These keys were to storage cabinets
in that room that contained thousands of Greek, Roman and Hellenistic coins.
Ironically, the thieves appear to have dropped the keys in one of the boxes. After
frantically and unsuccessfully searching for them in the dark and throwing the
boxes in every direction, they left without opening any of the cabinets’.
No one in Iraq, and few academics in America, doubt that the US bears a
heavy responsibility for the destruction of Iraq’s cultural heritage – even before
the discovery of the mass pillage of the great Sumerian archeological sites that
should provoke an even more passionate outcry than the looting of the Baghdad
museum. International law, however, is vague about the duties of an occupying
power. The Fourth Hague Convention of 1907 states that ‘pillage is formally
forbidden’. This became part of the 1949 Geneva Convention, but the Geneva
Protocols – which contain a paragraph on the ‘Protection of Cultural Property in
the Event of Armed Conflict’ – was never signed by the US.
In any event, the pillage of Iraq – which is still going on under the eyes of the
Anglo-American occupying power – is having a strange and powerful effect.
When the market is glutted with stolen artefacts, prices usually fall. But today,
they are rising sharply for Sumerian, Akkadian and Babylonian treasures. ‘So
much of Mesopotamian history is now flooding the markets, that collectors want
more,’ says Joanne Farchakh. ‘They are voracious. The international markets
hide these people from the law. Iraq’s soil is rich with these treasures that are
being stolen.’ And the occupying powers are doing almost nothing about it. Why
should they? They don’t have to worry about the ancient city of Umma any more,
nor the city called Mother of Scorpions. Because they no longer exist.
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